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PEAK 4D ™

 D™ CHASSIS
4
The #1 choice of the worlds top cable riders! The LIQUIDFORCE 4D™ chassis delivers a precise, responsive ride
like no other binding system. The 4D™ chassis features the
patent protected 45˚ angle attachment unique to Liquid
Force. Paired with the LIQUID FORCE Flextrack™, the 4D™
system bindings are the ultimate ride for cable riders of any
ability.

6-8 | 8-9 | 9-10 | 10-11 | 11-12 | 12-13+
4D CHASSIS |MEDIUM FIT | MEDIUM TO WIDE FLEX PROFILE | REFLEX WALK LINER

Nicos mid flexing, walk liner boot for any park or winch
spot you can find.
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The Peak 4D gets a new look for ’23 with redrawn lines and
slick styling. The Reflex Walk-Out liner is key for walking around
winch spots or your local park and has a “custom-fit” feeling
right out of the box! Ride all day in comfort and enjoy the dynamic flex of the Peak 4D.
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REFLEX WALKOUT LINER
For 2023 the Walk-Out Reflex Liner provides all the
support you need for performance wakeboarding. The
new walk-out reflex liner surrounds your foot in comfort
with custom conforming elastic laces and velcro top strap
for locked in security. The Walk-Out Liner bottom has a
lightweight sole with durable rubber traction pods and built
in drainage system.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Nico Von Lerchenfeld Pro Model
•Medium to Wide Fit | Soft to Medium Flex
•Ankle Lace Loop Heel Hold System
•Upper Speed Hook Lacing | Dual-Zone Lacing with Hex
Locks
•4D Chassis System
•Honeycomb Flex Floor Cushioning System
•45 Degree Angle Attachment Points
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•WalkOut Reflex Liner with Velcro and Dual-Zone Elastic
•Compatible with LF Flextrack System
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VALE 4D ™

 D™ CHASSIS
4
The #1 choice of the worlds top cable riders! The LIQUIDFORCE 4D™ chassis delivers a precise, responsive ride
like no other binding system. The 4D™ chassis features the
patent protected 45˚ angle attachment unique to Liquid
Force. Paired with the LIQUID FORCE Flextrack™, the 4D™
system bindings are the ultimate ride for cable riders of any
ability.

W5-7 | W7-9 | W9-11
M4-6 | M6-8 | M8-10
4D CHASSIS |MEDIUM FIT | MEDIUM TO SOFT FLEX PROFILE | REFLEX WALK LINER

Anna’s Vale 4D gives max tweakability with walk liner
comfort
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The Vale 4D is built for days on end at the local park and winch
sessions walking in the unknown waters thanks to the walk liner.
Built on a 4d chassis for the ultimate park experience and board
feel. Comfy with a mid soft flex all while throwing in all the
response you need.
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REFLEX WALKOUT LINER
For 2023 the Walk-Out Reflex Liner provides all the
support you need for performance wakeboarding. The
new walk-out reflex liner surrounds your foot in comfort
with custom conforming elastic laces and velcro top strap
for locked in security. The Walk-Out Liner bottom has a
lightweight sole with durable rubber traction pods and built
in drainage system.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Anna Nikstad Pro Model
•Medium Fit | Soft to Medium Flex Profile
•Ankle Lace Loop Heel Hold System
•Upper speed hook lacing | Dual-Zone lacing with Hex
Locks
•4D Chassis System
•Honeycomb Flex Floor Cushioning System
•45 Degree Angle Attachment Points
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•WalkOut Reflex Liner with Velcro and Dual-Zone Elastic
•Rubber Traction Pods Provide Extra Grip and Durability
•Compatible with Liquid Force Flextrack System
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pulse 4D ™

 D™ CHASSIS
4
The #1 choice of the worlds top cable riders! The LIQUIDFORCE 4D™ chassis delivers a precise, responsive ride
like no other binding system. The 4D™ chassis features the
patent protected 45˚ angle attachment unique to Liquid
Force. Paired with the LIQUID FORCE Flextrack™, the 4D™
system bindings are the ultimate ride for cable riders of any
ability.

8-9 | 9-10 | 10-11 | 11-12 | 12-13+
4D CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | MEDIUM FLEX PROFILE
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With a medium flex profile for plenty of support and response,
yet loose enough to tweak out any grab the Pulse delivers all the
performance you need. The adjustable upper Velcro strap makes
for a custom feel, while the lower lace zone locks you into place
and ready to ride. Experience the dependability of the Pulse 4D.
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The Pulse 4D delivers all the performance and flexibility
you’ll need.

LE SET

REFLEX LINER
For 2023 the Walk-Out Reflex Liner provides all the
support you need for performance wakeboarding. The
new walk-out reflex liner surrounds your foot in comfort
with custom conforming elastic laces and velcro top strap
for locked in security. The Walk-Out Liner bottom has a
lightweight sole with durable rubber traction pods and built
in drainage system.
TRIPLE SET UP: VELCRO AND LACE
Upper Velcro with laces underneath and lower lace system.
This allows rider to have the option to have all three lace
systems or remove one of the upper ones be their riding
style. Endless possibilities for the rider.
•Guenther Oka Pro Model
•Medium to Wide Fit | Medium Flex Profile
•Articulating Flex panel Upper Design
•Ankle Lace Loop Heel Hold System
•Adjustable Velcro Top Strap | Single Zone Lacing with
Hex Lock
•4D Chassis System
•Honeycomb Flex Floor Cushioning System
•45 Degree Angle Attachment Points
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
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HOOK 4D ™

 D™ CHASSIS
4
The #1 choice of the worlds top cable riders! The LIQUIDFORCE 4D™ chassis delivers a precise, responsive ride
like no other binding system. The 4D™ chassis features the
patent protected 45˚ angle attachment unique to Liquid
Force. Paired with the LIQUID FORCE Flextrack™, the 4D™
system bindings are the ultimate ride for cable riders of any
ability.

8-9 | 9-10 | 10-11 | 11-12 | 12-13+
4D CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | FIRM FLEX PROFILE

Velcro ease, tons of response and a walk liner, Felix knows
what he wants!
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Felix Georgii is constantly changing how we view cable and winching
with his unique and powerful style...and the Hook 4D is his weapon of
choice. Its 3-Zone Velcro Closure allows you to cinch things down to fit
the needs of whatever spot or feature you’re sessioning...feel confident in
the Hook 4D, there is nothing it can’t handle.
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WALK OUT REFLEX LINER
For 2023 the Walk-Out Reflex Liner provides all the
support you need for performance wakeboarding. The
new walk-out reflex liner surrounds your foot in comfort
with custom conforming elastic laces and velcro top strap
for locked in security. The Walk-Out Liner bottom has a
lightweight sole with durable rubber traction pods and built
in drainage system.
3 ZONE VELCRO
Upper and middle Velcro straps are adjustable lengths, to
allow rider to tighten the straps down as tight as they need,
but not have material hanging out loosely oversize. All the
straps allow for varying adjustments and a firm hold that
allows quick in and out of the binding.
•Felix Georgii Pro Model
•Medium to Wide Fit | Medium to Firm Flex Profile
•Laser Perforated Uni-Body Side Panels
•4D Chassis System
•Honeycomb Flex Floor Cushioning System
•45 Degree Angle Attachment Points
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•WalkOut Reflex Liner with Velcro and Dual-Zone Elastic
•Rubber Traction Pods Provide Extra Grip and Durability
•Compatible with LIQUID FORCE Flextrack System
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idol 4D ™

 D™ CHASSIS
4
The #1 choice of the worlds top cable riders! The LIQUIDFORCE 4D™ chassis delivers a precise, responsive ride
like no other binding system. The 4D™ chassis features the
patent protected 45˚ angle attachment unique to Liquid
Force. Paired with the LIQUID FORCE Flextrack™, the 4D™
system bindings are the ultimate ride for cable riders of any
ability.

6-8 | 8-9 | 9-10 | 10-11 | 11-12 | 12-13
4D CHASSIS | NARROW TO MEDIUM FIT | FIRM FLEX PROFILE
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A staple in the LF line, the Idol has earned its place. Our tallest
and stiffest binding offering tons of response. With superior
toe-to-heel response from the 4D™ chassis, get ready for easy
landings off kickers or massive tricks out into the flats. Get into a
pair so you can ride in unparalled quality and performance.
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Send it to the flats! The Idol is built to take the abuse.
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REFLEX LINER
For 2023 the Walk-Out Reflex Liner provides all the
support you need for performance wakeboarding. The
new walk-out reflex liner surrounds your foot in comfort
with custom conforming elastic laces and velcro top strap
for locked in security. The Walk-Out Liner bottom has a
lightweight sole with durable rubber traction pods and built
in drainage system.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Raph Derome Pro Model
•Narrow to Medium Fit | Firm Flex Profile
•3 Lace Position Top Cuff for a Close Fitting Cinch
•Tapered Eyestay for an Extra Secure Fit
•Ankle Lace Loop Heel Hold System
•Dual-Zone lacing w/ Hex Locks
•6X Chassis System
•Honeycomb Flex Floor Cushioning System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•Reflex Performance Liner w/ Dual Density EVA
•Compatible with LIQUID FORCE Flextrack System
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aero 6X ™ black

6X™ CHASSIS
The Liquid Force 6X™chassis system is a state of the art
6 inch Wide binding. Created by a dream team of world
class athletes and Relentless designers, the liquid force
6X™ chassis is the foundation for new family of lightweight,
comfortable and responsive bindings. Compatible with any
wake board, the 6X™ chassis delivers fun and performance
for boat and cable riders alike.

4-6 | 6-8 | 8-9 | 9-10 | 10-11 | 11-12 | 12-13
6X CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | MEDIUM FLEX PROFILE
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Harley is demanding on his gear, whether it’s sending pro-tour
winning runs or just hitting doubles off the wake behind his own
boat, he needs a binding that is flexible yet ultra-supportive. Harley also wanted the lightest binding we could build, so we laser
cut all the unnecessary weight out of the Aero 6X and it weighs in
at just 4 lbs., insane!
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The pinnacle of lightweight bindings, nothing comes
close!
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REFLEX LINER
For 2023 the Walk-Out Reflex Liner provides all the
support you need for performance wakeboarding. The
new walk-out reflex liner surrounds your foot in comfort
with custom conforming elastic laces and velcro top strap
for locked in security. The Walk-Out Liner bottom has a
lightweight sole with durable rubber traction pods and built
in drainage system.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Harley Clifford Pro Model
•Medium to Wide Fit | Medium Flex Profile
•Laser Cut and Sonic Welded Uni-body Side Panels
•Water Shedding TPU Skin with Asym Flex Relief
•Dual-Zone Lacing & Hex Locks
•6X Chassis System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•Reflex Performance Liner & Dual Density EVA
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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aero 6X ™ white

6X™ CHASSIS
The Liquid Force 6X™chassis system is a state of the art
6 inch Wide binding. Created by a dream team of world
class athletes and Relentless designers, the liquid force
6X™ chassis is the foundation for new family of lightweight,
comfortable and responsive bindings. Compatible with any
wake board, the 6X™ chassis delivers fun and performance
for boat and cable riders alike.

4-6 | 6-8 | 8-9 | 9-10 | 10-11 | 11-12 | 12-13
6X CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | MEDIUM FLEX PROFILE
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Harley is demanding on his gear, whether it’s sending pro-tour
winning runs or just hitting doubles off the wake behind his own
boat, he needs a binding that is flexible yet ultra-supportive. Harley also wanted the lightest binding we could build, so we laser
cut all the unnecessary weight out of the Aero 6X and it weighs in
at just 4 lbs., insane!
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The pinnacle of lightweight bindings, nothing comes
close!
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REFLEX LINER
For 2023 the Walk-Out Reflex Liner provides all the
support you need for performance wakeboarding. The
new walk-out reflex liner surrounds your foot in comfort
with custom conforming elastic laces and velcro top strap
for locked in security. The Walk-Out Liner bottom has a
lightweight sole with durable rubber traction pods and built
in drainage system.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Harley Clifford Pro Model
•Medium to Wide Fit | Medium Flex Profile
•Laser Cut and Sonic Welded Uni-body Side Panels
•Water Shedding TPU Skin with Asym Flex Relief
•Dual-Zone Lacing & Hex Locks
•6X Chassis System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•Reflex Performance Liner & Dual Density EVA
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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peak 6X ™

6X™ CHASSIS
The Liquid Force 6X™chassis system is a state of the art
6 inch Wide binding. Created by a dream team of world
class athletes and Relentless designers, the liquid force
6X™ chassis is the foundation for new family of lightweight,
comfortable and responsive bindings. Compatible with any
wake board, the 6X™ chassis delivers fun and performance
for boat and cable riders alike.

4-6 | 6-8 | 8-9 | 9-10 | 10-11 | 11-12 | 12-13
6X CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | MEDIUM FLEX PROFILE

Peak performance, universal compatibility.
Loaded with all the same great features of its 4D counterpart, the
Peak 6X packs a serious punch for any rider out there. Whether
you are hitting the park or taking a set behind the boat, the Peak
6X is your binding!
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WALK OUT REFLEX LINER
For 2023 the Walk-Out Reflex Liner provides all the
support you need for performance wakeboarding. The
new walk-out reflex liner surrounds your foot in comfort
with custom conforming elastic laces and velcro top strap
for locked in security. The Walk-Out Liner bottom has a
lightweight sole with durable rubber traction pods and built
in drainage system.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Nico Von Lerchenfeld Pro Model
•Medium to Wide Fit | Medium Flex Profile
•Ankle Lace Loop Heel Hold System
•Upper Speed Hook Lacing | Dual-Zone Lacing with Hex
Locks
•6X Chassis System
•Honeycomb Flex Floor Cushioning System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Sole
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•WalkOut Reflex Liner with Velcro and Dual-Zone Elastic
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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pulse 6X ™

6X™ CHASSIS
The Liquid Force 6X™chassis system is a state of the art
6 inch Wide binding. Created by a dream team of world
class athletes and Relentless designers, the liquid force
6X™ chassis is the foundation for new family of lightweight,
comfortable and responsive bindings. Compatible with any
wake board, the 6X™ chassis delivers fun and performance
for boat and cable riders alike.

4-6 | 6-8 | 8-9 | 9-10 | 10-11 | 11-12 | 12-13+
6X CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | MEDIUM FLEX PROFILE
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Guenther needs a binding that can rip the park and behind the boat. The
Pulse 6X delivers that on any board. The adjustable upper Velcro strap
makes for a custom feel, while the lower lace zone locks you into place
and ready to session whatever is ahead.
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The ultimate boot built for the best all-around rider, ?
Guenther Oka!

LE SET

REFLEX LINER
For 2023 the Walk-Out Reflex Liner provides all the
support you need for performance wakeboarding. The
new walk-out reflex liner surrounds your foot in comfort
with custom conforming elastic laces and velcro top strap
for locked in security. The Walk-Out Liner bottom has a
lightweight sole with durable rubber traction pods and built
in drainage system.
TRIPLE SET UP: VELCRO AND LACE
Upper Velcro with laces underneath and lower lace system.
This allows rider to have the option to have all three lace
systems or remove one of the upper ones be their riding
style. Endless possibilities for the rider.
•Guenther Oka Pro Model
•Medium to Wide Fit | Medium Flex Profile
•Articulating Flex Panel Upper Design
•Ankle Lace Loop Heel Hold System
•Adjustable Velcro Top Strap | Dual-Zone Lacing with
Hex Locks
•6X Chassis System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•Reflex Performance Liner w/ Dual Density EVA
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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hook 6X ™

6X™ CHASSIS
The Liquid Force 6X™chassis system is a state of the art
6 inch Wide binding. Created by a dream team of world
class athletes and Relentless designers, the liquid force
6X™ chassis is the foundation for new family of lightweight,
comfortable and responsive bindings. Compatible with any
wake board, the 6X™ chassis delivers fun and performance
for boat and cable riders alike.

8-9 | 9-10 | 10-11 | 11-12 | 12-13 | 13-15
6X CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | FIRM TO MEDIUM FLEX PROFILE

Felix’s trusted binding, solid and dependable.
The Hook 6X was created with dependability and versatility in mind. Of
course Felix needed a walk liner and a mid firm flex. If that’s your jam,
the Hook should be the next set of bindings you strap into. You’ll thank
us later!
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WALK OUT REFLEX LINER
For 2023 the Walk-Out Reflex Liner provides all the
support you need for performance wakeboarding. The
new walk-out reflex liner surrounds your foot in comfort
with custom conforming elastic laces and velcro top strap
for locked in security. The Walk-Out Liner bottom has a
lightweight sole with durable rubber traction pods and built
in drainage system.
3 ZONE VELCRO
Upper and middle Velcro straps are adjustable lengths, to
allow rider to tighten the straps down as tight as they need,
but not have material hanging out loosely oversize. All the
straps allow for varying adjustments and a firm hold that
allows quick in and out of the binding.
•Felix Georgii Pro Model
•Medium to Wide Fit | Medium to Firm Flex Profile
•Laser Perforated Uni-Body Side Panels
•3 Zone Velcro Strap Closure
•Internal Strap Length Custom Adjustment
•6X Chassis System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•WalkOut Reflex Liner w/ Velcro and Dual-Zone Elastic
•Rubber Traction Pods Provide Extra Grip and
Long-Wearing Durability
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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idol 6X ™

6X™ CHASSIS
The Liquid Force 6X™chassis system is a state of the art
6 inch Wide binding. Created by a dream team of world
class athletes and Relentless designers, the liquid force
6X™ chassis is the foundation for new family of lightweight,
comfortable and responsive bindings. Compatible with any
wake board, the 6X™ chassis delivers fun and performance
for boat and cable riders alike.

6-8 | 8-9 | 9-10 | 10-11 | 11-12 | 12-13+
6X CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO NARROW FIT | FIRM FLEX PROFILE
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A favourite in the LF line, the new Idol 6X has earned its place.
With lightning response and soft landings off kickers or massive
tricks out into the flats, the Idol is ready. This binding was built for
whatever comes its way!
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High performance binding built to take abuse!
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REFLEX LINER
For 2023 the Walk-Out Reflex Liner provides all the
support you need for performance wakeboarding. The
new walk-out reflex liner surrounds your foot in comfort
with custom conforming elastic laces and velcro top strap
for locked in security. The Walk-Out Liner bottom has a
lightweight sole with durable rubber traction pods and built
in drainage system.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Raph Derome Pro Model
•Narrow to Medium Fit | Firm Flex Profile
•3 Lace Position Top Cuff for a Close Fitting Cinch
•Tapered Eyestay for an Extra Secure Fit
•Ankle Lace Loop Heel Hold System
•Dual-Zone lacing w/ Hex Locks
•6X Chassis System
•Honeycomb Flex Floor Cushioning System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•Reflex Performance Liner w/ Dual Density EVA
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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classic 6X ™

6X™ CHASSIS
The Liquid Force 6X™chassis system is a state of the art
6 inch Wide binding. Created by a dream team of world
class athletes and Relentless designers, the liquid force
6X™ chassis is the foundation for new family of lightweight,
comfortable and responsive bindings. Compatible with any
wake board, the 6X™ chassis delivers fun and performance
for boat and cable riders alike.

4-6 | 6-8 | 8-9 | 9-10 | 10-11 | 11-12 | 12-13 | 13-15
6X CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | MEDIUM FLEX PROFILE

The Classic never goes out of style, it’s a classic for a
reason.
It is well known for being a true work-horse that riders of any
ability level can depend on. Its 6X Chassis and Honeycomb Flex
Floor make for some of the softest landings...you’ll feel like you’re
riding on two clouds. With plenty of size options to choose from,
the Classic is the perfect binding option for all levels of riding.
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CONTROL LINER
With a thinner construction and floating tounge, the control
liner offers the best performance, fit and flex for the highest
level rider. The upper construction is seamless in key areas,
offering comfort and support, then the liner is complimented with the IMPACT EVA liner bottom for the most cushion
while riding.

L

AC I N G

DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Medium to Wide Fit | Medium Flex Profile
•Top Cuff Stretch Zone
•Dual-Zone Lacing with Hex Locks
•6X Chassis System
•Honeycomb Flex Floor with TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•Reflex Performance Liner with Dual Density EVA
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System

™

tao 6X ™

SPECIAL SAUCE
SPECIAL SAUCE
SPECIAL SAUCE
SPECIALSAUCE

black
6X™ CHASSIS
The Liquid Force 6X™chassis system is a state of the art
6 inch Wide binding. Created by a dream team of world
class athletes and Relentless designers, the liquid force
6X™ chassis is the foundation for new family of lightweight,
comfortable and responsive bindings. Compatible with any
wake board, the 6X™ chassis delivers fun and performance
for boat and cable riders alike.

W5-7 | W7-9 | W9-11
M4-6 | M6-8 | M8-10 | M10-12 | M12-13
6X CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | SOFT FLEX PROFILE

Daniel Grants pro model, wider fit, softer flex, maximum
good times!
The TAO features a 6X chassis that keeps DG secure to his board
when boosting huge of kickers. The flexible upper allows for
tweaked out presses on rail and plenty of mobility for the average rider. Put it this way, if this binding works for Daniel Grant,
it’s a winner!
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COMFORT LINER
With a construction that is more similar to a sneaker, we
have taken the upper and liner and built them into one.
This creates a soft and flexy binding, but still offers the
support of a high end binding. The heel j bars are built in
to the liner internal, which gives the rider a locked in feel
and the tounge construction allows the rider to crank down
the hold and really lock into the binding.

flex (3)
width (10)

BINDIngs BInDIngs BInDIngs

performance (6)
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AC I N G

DUAL-ZONE LACING WITH HEX LOCKS
AND END MOUNTS
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Daniel Grant Pro Model
•Wide Fit | Soft Flex Profile
•Integrated Comfort Foam Upper
•Flex Articulating Side Panel Design
•Back Cuff Stretch Zone
•Dual-Zone Lacing with Hex Locks
•6X Chassis System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System

™

tao 6X ™

SPECIAL SAUCE
SPECIAL SAUCE
SPECIAL SAUCE
SPECIALSAUCE

white
6X™ CHASSIS
The Liquid Force 6X™chassis system is a state of the art
6 inch Wide binding. Created by a dream team of world
class athletes and Relentless designers, the liquid force
6X™ chassis is the foundation for new family of lightweight,
comfortable and responsive bindings. Compatible with any
wake board, the 6X™ chassis delivers fun and performance
for boat and cable riders alike.

W5-7 | W7-9 | W9-11
M4-6 | M6-8 | M8-10 | M10-12 | M12-13
6X CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | SOFT FLEX PROFILE

Daniel Grants pro model, wider fit, softer flex, maximum
good times!
The TAO features a 6X chassis that keeps DG secure to his board
when boosting huge of kickers. The flexible upper allows for
tweaked out presses on rail and plenty of mobility for the average rider. Put it this way, if this binding works for Daniel Grant,
it’s a winner!
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COMFORT LINER
With a construction that is more similar to a sneaker, we
have taken the upper and liner and built them into one.
This creates a soft and flexy binding, but still offers the
support of a high end binding. The heel j bars are built in
to the liner internal, which gives the rider a locked in feel
and the tounge construction allows the rider to crank down
the hold and really lock into the binding.

flex (3)
width (10)
performance (6)
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AC I N G

DUAL-ZONE LACING WITH HEX LOCKS
AND END MOUNTS
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Daniel Grant Pro Model
•Wide Fit | Soft Flex Profile
•Integrated Comfort Foam Upper
•Flex Articulating Side Panel Design
•Back Cuff Stretch Zone
•Dual-Zone Lacing with Hex Locks
•6X Chassis System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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vida 6X ™

6X™ CHASSIS
The Liquid Force 6X™chassis system is a state of the art
6 inch Wide binding. Created by a dream team of world
class athletes and Relentless designers, the liquid force
6X™ chassis is the foundation for new family of lightweight,
comfortable and responsive bindings. Compatible with any
wake board, the 6X™ chassis delivers fun and performance
for boat and cable riders alike.

W5-7 | W7-9 | W9-11
6X CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | SOFT FLEX PROFILE
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Meagan Ethell pushes the envelope no matter what or where she
rides, so she demands a high-performance binding to handle
whatever she has in her sights. When designing the Vida 6X
Meagan chose our softer, more flexible Control liner with an
integrated design for more range of motion without sacrificing a
supportive landing on big trick. She achieved this by adding the
Honeycomb Flexfloor and canted foot bed to keep her body in
alignment.

CO

Meagans binding of choice behind the boat or at the
cable

AC I N G

COMFORT LINER
With a construction that is more similar to a sneaker, we
have taken the upper and liner and built them into one.
This creates a soft and flexy binding, but still offers the
support of a high end binding. The heel j bars are built in
to the liner internal, which gives the rider a locked in feel
and the tounge construction allows the rider to crank down
the hold and really lock into the binding.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Meagan Ethell Pro Model
•Wide Fit | Medium Flex Profile
•Integrated Comfort Foam Upper
•Flex Articulating Side Panel Design
•Back Cuff Stretch Zone
•Dual-Zone Lacing with Hex Locks
•6X Chassis System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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classic 6X ™ ot

6X™ CHASSIS
The Liquid Force 6X™chassis system is a state of the art
6 inch Wide binding. Created by a dream team of world
class athletes and Relentless designers, the liquid force
6X™ chassis is the foundation for new family of lightweight,
comfortable and responsive bindings. Compatible with any
wake board, the 6X™ chassis delivers fun and performance
for boat and cable riders alike.

6-8 | 8-10 | 10-12 | 12-14
6X CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | MEDIUM FLEX PROFILE
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Our amzing classic binding in an open toe version for a wide
range of foot sizes on one board seup. Its 6X Chassis and Honeycomb Flex Floor make for some of the softest landings...you’ll
feel like you’re riding on two clouds. With plenty of size options
to choose from, the Classic is the perfect binding option for all
levels of riding.

CO

Our kickass Classic in an open toe version, let the toes
breathe!

AC I N G

CONTROL LINER
With a thinner construction and floating tounge, the control
liner offers the best performance, fit and flex for the highest
level rider. The upper construction is seamless in key areas,
offering comfort and support, then the liner is complimented with the IMPACT EVA liner bottom for the most cushion
while riding.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Medium to Wide Fit | Medium Flex Profile
•Top Cuff Stretch Zone
•Dual-Zone lacing with Hex Locks
•6X Chassis System
•Honeycomb Flex Floor Cushioning System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•Impact EVA Ergonomic Contoured Footbed with 2.5˚
•Integrated Reflex EVA Liner with Wrapping Top Cuff
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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scan 6X™

6X™ CHASSIS
The Liquid Force 6X™chassis system is a state of the art
6 inch Wide binding. Created by a dream team of world
class athletes and Relentless designers, the liquid force
6X™ chassis is the foundation for new family of lightweight,
comfortable and responsive bindings. Compatible with any
wake board, the 6X™ chassis delivers fun and performance
for boat and cable riders alike.

W5-7 | W7-9 | W9-11
M4-6 | M6-8 | M8-10 | M10-12 | M12-13
6X CHASSIS | WIDE FIT | MEDIUM FLEX PROFILE
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The top Velcro “Power Strap” allows you to dial in the exact
amount of support specific to your riding. Slightly softer than the
Classic, the Scan is an excellent upgrade for riders looking for
a boot to help them progress in their riding but still have some
forgiveness as they dial in their bag of tricks.

CO

Solid response and power starp security makes the Scan
6X a winner.
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AC I N G

COMFORT LINER
With a construction that is more similar to a sneaker, we
have taken the upper and liner and built them into one.
This creates a soft and flexy binding, but still offers the
support of a high end binding. The heel j bars are built in
to the liner internal, which gives the rider a locked in feel
and the tounge construction allows the rider to crank down
the hold and really lock into the binding.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Wide Fit | Medium Flex Profile
•Top Cuff Stretch Zone and Velcro Power Strap
•Single Zone Lacing with Hex Lock
•6X Chassis System
•Honeycomb Flex Floor Cushioning System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•Impact EVA Ergonomic Contoured Footbed with 2.5˚
•Comfort Integrated EVA Liner
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transit 6R ™

6R™ CHASSIS
The 6R bindings reimagines performance and maximum
comfort for beginners and intermediate riders. The 6R
chassis delivers the benefits of our advanced binding
technology in a new easy to use package. 6R chassis is a
stable and supportive platform ideal for aspiring riders of
any age. The 6R delivers wakeboarding fun for everyone
in the boat.

4-6 | 5-9 | 9-12 | 12-15
6R CHASSIS | MEDIUM TO WIDE FIT | MEDIUM FLEX PROFILE
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The Transit features the new rock solid 6R Chassis, dual lace
cinch zones, and a higher cuff profile for extra support. High-end
features at a family-friendly price. Time to start taking your tricks
higher off the wake and further out in the flats, the Transit will help
you get the job done.

CO

If you’re looking to take your riding to the next level, ready to
make that next step...this binding is for you.

AC I N G

CONTROL LINER
With a thinner construction and floating tounge, the control
liner offers the best performance, fit and flex for the highest
level rider. The upper construction is seamless in key areas,
offering comfort and support, then the liner is complimented with the IMPACT EVA liner bottom for the most cushion
while riding.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Medium to Wide Fit | Medium Flex Profile
•Top Cuff Stretch Zone
•Dual-Zone lacing with Hex Locks
•6X Chassis System
•Honeycomb Flex Floor Cushioning System
•Full-length Chassis Water Drainage System and 3D
Contoured Impact EVA Liner Bottom
•TPE Chassis Impact Dampening Base
•Impact EVA Ergonomic Contoured Footbed with 2.5˚
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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index 6R ™

6R™ CHASSIS
The 6R bindings reimagines performance and maximum comfort
for beginners and intermediate riders. The 6R chassis delivers the
benefits of our advanced binding technology in a new easy to use
package. 6R chassis is a stable and supportive platform ideal for
aspiring riders of any age. The 6R delivers wakeboarding fun for
everyone in the boat.

5-8 | 8-12 | 12-15
6R CHASSIS | WIDE FIT | SOFT FLEX PROFILE
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Featuring our brand new 6R Chassis, Comfort Liner, Impact EVA
Footbed, and a dampening mid-sole for maximum comfort felt
throughout the binding. Dual laces help you customize the fit to
your specific foot and wide size ranges to accommodate more
than one rider. With the Index, there’s not excuse not to take a
set!

CO

The Index is a great binding for all skill levels, but an
excellent choice for riders who are just starting out.

AC I N G

COMFORT LINER
With a construction that is more similar to a sneaker, we
have taken the upper and liner and built them into one.
This creates a soft and flexy binding, but still offers the
support of a high end binding. The heel j bars are built in
to the liner internal, which gives the rider a locked in feel
and the tounge construction allows the rider to crank down
the hold and really lock into the binding.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Wide Fit | Soft Flex Profile
•Accommodating Elastic Fit and Top Cuff Stretch Zone
•Dual-Zone Lacing with Hex Locks
•6R Chassis System
•Impact EVA Ergonomic Contoured Footbed with 2.5˚ Cant
•Comfort Integrated EVA Liner
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring 6”
Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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plush 6R ™

6R™ CHASSIS
The 6R bindings reimagines performance and maximum
comfort for beginners and intermediate riders. The 6R
chassis delivers the benefits of our advanced binding
technology in a new easy to use package. 6R chassis is a
stable and supportive platform ideal for aspiring riders of
any age. The 6R delivers wakeboarding fun for everyone
in the boat.

4-7 | 7-10
6R CHASSIS | WIDE FIT | SOFT FLEX PROFILE
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Featuring our brand new 6R Chassis, Comfort Liner, Impact EVA
Footbed, and a dampening mid-sole for maximum comfort felt
throughout the binding. Dual laces help you customize the fit to
your specific foot and wide size ranges to accommodate more
than one rider. With the Index, there’s not excuse not to take a
set!

CO

The Index is a great binding for all skill levels, but an
excellent choice for riders who are just starting out.

AC I N G

COMFORT LINER
With a construction that is more similar to a sneaker, we
have taken the upper and liner and built them into one.
This creates a soft and flexy binding, but still offers the
support of a high end binding. The heel j bars are built in
to the liner internal, which gives the rider a locked in feel
and the tounge construction allows the rider to crank down
the hold and really lock into the binding.
DUAL-ZONE LACING
Dual laces allow for upper and lower zone to be adjusted
by the rider. Lower can be super tight, upper can be loose,
the combinations can vary per rider style. The combinations could be endless for the rider.
•Wide Fit | Soft Flex Profile
•Accommodating Elastic Fit and Top Cuff Stretch Zone
•Dual-Zone Lacing with Hex Locks
•6R Chassis System
•Impact EVA Ergonomic Contoured Footbed with 2.5˚
•Comfort Integrated EVA Liner
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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rant 6R ™

6R™ CHASSIS
The 6R bindings reimagines performance and maximum
comfort for beginners and intermediate riders. The 6R
chassis delivers the benefits of our advanced binding
technology in a new easy to use package. 6R chassis is a
stable and supportive platform ideal for aspiring riders of
any age. The 6R delivers wakeboarding fun for everyone
in the boat.

12T-5Y | 4-6
6R CHASSIS | MEDIUM FIT | SOFT FLEX PROFILE
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Designed to give your grom all the comfort and support needed
to have fun out on the water. The upper Velcro strap and single
lace lower enclosure provide a superior fit, while still allowing
easy entry and exit from the binding. The Rant will help your little
guy become the main man on the water!

CO

The Rant is tiny, but mighty! Designed for grom fun and
taking it to the next level.

LE SET

COMFORT LINER
With a construction that is more similar to a sneaker, we
have taken the upper and liner and built them into one.
This creates a soft and flexy binding, but still offers the
support of a high end binding. The heel j bars are built in
to the liner internal, which gives the rider a locked in feel
and the tounge construction allows the rider to crank down
the hold and really lock into the binding.
LOWER LACE AND UPPER VELCRO STRAP
With a lower lace zone and upper Velcro strap the Rant
allows the rider or parents to really adjust and tighten the
binding per their needs. This is a binding that will handle
a kids foot as they grow quickly and need a binding that
performs and can handle varying sizes.
•Medium Fit | Soft Flex Profile
•Top Cuff Stretch Zone and Velcro Power Strap
•Single Zone Lacing with Hex Lock
•6R Chassis System
•Impact EVA Ergonomic Contoured Footbed with 2.5˚
•Comfort Integrated EVA Liner
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System
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DREAM 6R ™

6R™ CHASSIS
The 6R bindings reimagines performance and maximum
comfort for beginners and intermediate riders. The 6R
chassis delivers the benefits of our advanced binding
technology in a new easy to use package. 6R chassis is a
stable and supportive platform ideal for aspiring riders of
any age. The 6R delivers wakeboarding fun for everyone
in the boat.

12T-5Y | 4-6
6R CHASSIS | MEDIUM FIT | SOFT FLEX PROFILE
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The impact EVA footbed makes landings nice and soft, while
the inner Comfort Liner allows for smooth transitions at the same
time. Its open-toe design allows for plenty of growing room or
the ability to share between siblings and friends...so nothing but
smiles ahead.

CO

Built to give your little wake princess the comfort and stability she needs to get out there and pursue her Dreams!

LE SET

COMFORT LINER
With a construction that is more similar to a sneaker, we
have taken the upper and liner and built them into one.
This creates a soft and flexy binding, but still offers the
support of a high end binding. The heel j bars are built in
to the liner internal, which gives the rider a locked in feel
and the tounge construction allows the rider to crank down
the hold and really lock into the binding.
LOWER LACE AND UPPER VELCRO STRAP
With a lower lace zone and upper Velcro strap the Rant
allows the rider or parents to really adjust and tighten the
binding per their needs. This is a binding that will handle
a kids foot as they grow quickly and need a binding that
performs and can handle varying sizes.
•Medium Fit | Soft Flex Profile
•Top Cuff Stretch Zone and Velcro Power Strap
•Single Zone Lacing with Hex Lock
•6R Chassis System
•Impact EVA Ergonomic Contoured Footbed with 2.5˚
•Comfort Integrated EVA Liner
•Universally Compatible with All Wakeboards Featuring
6” Inserts or LF Flextrack System

™

